
Trick Me 1711 

Chapter 1711: you’re too rude! 

 

“Young Master, if you don’t go out now, it’ll be too late! ” The person urged. 

The temperature in the room gradually rose, and the two of them were covered in sweat! 

If they didn’t go out now, they might really die here! 

Zhao Chongbin gritted his teeth and said, “you go out first! ” 

“But… ” 

“Go out! ” Zhao Chongbin shouted. 

The person had no choice but to turn around and go out. 

The moment he opened the door, he looked back at Zhao Chongbin, who was running around anxiously. 

He saw that he was putting a small black thing in one of the boxes of targeted medicine. 

The small thing that Zhao Chongbin placed was the chip that contained Bi Yue’s original brainwave and 

the brainwave transplant technique that he had completed. 

He had always carried this thing with him and did not dare to have any mishaps. 

But now, it seemed that he could not escape. But even so, this thing would definitely not fall into YAN 

JUN’S HANDS! 

Zhao Chongbin thought with a heavy heart. He did not notice that the person who called him just now 

had a very unfamiliar face, and… … The right hand that he used to open the door only had two fingers … 

After placing the chip, Zhao Chongbin took a deep breath and rushed out of the pharmaceutical factory. 

At this moment, he really regretted not setting up a secret passage under the pharmaceutical factory? 

He would not have been caught in Yan Jun’s trap! ! ! 

The only exit of the pharmaceutical factory was already guarded by Li Jie. 

The first person to come out was a person wearing the Zhao pharmaceutical uniform. His hands hanging 

by his side added up to only three fingers. 

His expression was calm and his appearance was plain. However, when he passed by Li Jie, Li Jie looked 

at him again. 

He also nodded slightly at Li Jie… … 

Not Many people knew that Li Kui, one of the three brothers of the Li family who was best at making 

drugs, was born with only three fingers! 

And he actually sneaked into the Zhao group’s pharmaceutical industry without making a sound… … 



It was also because of his tip-off that Yan Jun immediately knew Zhao Chongbin’s whereabouts! 

Zhao Chongbin would never have thought that when he took the risk to go to the hospital to kill pig face, 

his identity was already seen through by Yan Jun.. It was also on that day that Yan Jun let Li Kui secretly 

sneak into the Zhao Group’s pharmaceutical industry. 

The Zhao Pharmaceutical company had hired pharmacists with high salaries for a long time. A genius like 

Li Kui was easily valued. 

Zhao Chongbin walked to the back. The moment he came out, he was naturally captured by Li Jie. 

He did not resist much, but he was very dissatisfied with Li Jie’s technique. He complained, “you’re too 

rude! This young master’s hands are holding a scalpel! ” 

If there was one thing that Zhao Chongbin treasured the most, it was probably his hands. 

After all, he had to hold the scalpel gracefully, especially when he was performing surgery. He could not 

tremble even the slightest bit. Otherwise, if he made the slightest mistake, it would be a thousand miles 

of error! n-.0𝐯𝞮𝓁𝑩In 

It was fine if he was not being unreasonable. With this unreasonable act, Li Jie immediately increased 

the strength in his hands. He pinched Zhao Chongbin until he screamed, “AH! ! ” Then, his face turned 

Pale, “you! ” 

“Go! ” Li Jie kicked him and tied him up in front of Yan Jun, “chairman, the suspect has been caught! ” 

Yan Jun looked at him coldly and did not say anything. It was as if everything was under his control. 

There was no need for the slightest bit of surprise. 

He immediately turned around and looked at Zhao Xiong who was in the crowd behind him, “didn’t you 

say that he went home? ” 

Zhao Xiong also noticed his gaze. His sharp questioning and domineering aura made his knees go soft, 

and HE ACTUALLY KNELT DOWN! 

Chapter 1712: that’s enough, stop howling 

 

“YOUNG MASTER JUN! Please let my son Go! He is still young and doesn’t know anything, that’s why he 

made such a big mistake! Please, for the sake of our past friendship, let him go! ! ” 

His body trembled as he prostrated himself on the ground. He was no longer as arrogant as before, but 

as humble as an ant. 

Yan Jun did not respond, but turned his head back calmly. His dark eyes were as deep as a cold pond, 

looking disdainfully at Zhao Chongbin who was being detained in front of him. 

“Your father begged me to let you go. ” His tone was slightly raised, but it was as cold as an ice cellar. 

Yan Jun’s words were like a sharp ice Arrow, piercing straight into the bottom of Zhao Chongbin’s heart! 



His pupils suddenly constricted, but he did not show weakness. He sneered coldly, “then, what right do 

you have to arrest me? ” 

It was estimated that people with malicious hearts did not have very good memories, and they could not 

remember what bad things they had done. Wen Tao repeated everything that the police had found in 

front of Zhao Chongbin before he said, “That’s all. Not only to arrest you, but even on the way to arrest 

you, if you encounter resistance, you can be executed on the spot. ” 

“No! You CAN’T! Young Master Jun, please let bin ‘Er go! ” Zhao Xiong knelt on the ground, unable to get 

up. Tears streamed down his face. 

No matter what, this was his only son. How could he just watch as he lost his life? 

Wen Tao turned to look at him and snorted helplessly. “enough, stop howling. What do you mean by 

young? You’re already over thirty. Are you still a baby? ” 

“…”Zhao Xiong’s eyes were filled with tears as he looked earnestly at Yan Jun. he only hoped that Yan 

Jun would be merciful. 

Unfortunately, he didn’t know that Zhao Chongbin would never be forgiven for what he had done from 

the beginning to the end. 

Seeing his father like this, Zhao Chongbin didn’t feel any heartache. Instead, he felt embarrassed and 

shouted angrily, “Dad! Get up! What are you kneeling for? Don’t you think it’s embarrassing? If you have 

the time, you might as well spend more money to find a top-notch lawyer to bail me out! ” 

“lawyer? ” Zhao Xiong was stunned and came back to his senses. 

“And the chairman actually hid the army and set fire to our family’s pharmaceutical factory. These things 

should be known to the outside world! ” Zhao Chongbin smiled sinisterly. He wasn’t afraid of going to 

the police station. After all, he hadn’t personally handled many things With Lu Yiming as the scapegoat, 

he would at most be taken to the police station to go through the motions! 

Zhao Xiong was completely speechless. 

Because the person in front of him with an extremely sinister smile on his lips was completely different 

from his impression of his son… … 

He was dumbfounded. Suddenly, he did not know if the person in front of him was actually his son. 

Where was the filial son who had been good in both character and education since young and never let 

him worry? 

These two days, he was still discussing with his wife. When his son was older, it was time to find a good 

girl to settle down with. They were still discussing what kind of girl they would find for their son to like… 

… 

They were even thinking that they might be able to hold onto their eldest grandson next year… … 

But all of this was ruined overnight. 

His son was involved in so many cases, and it was even Yan Jun who came personally… … 



On the other hand, Yan Jun was quietly observing Zhao Chongbin’s performance. His handsome face did 

not have much of a change in expression. He only lifted his thin lips and threw out two words, “take him 

away. ” 

The purpose of this trip was to capture Zhao Chongbin alive.  

Since he had already been captured, there was no need to waste his breath. 

Moreover, he estimated that Ah Jin should have woken up by now. 

Chapter 1713:: How did you target me? 

 

Naturally, no one disobeyed Yan Jun’s order.  

When Zhao Chongbin was pulled away, his father was so anxious that tears fell. “Don’t… don’t take my 

son away! ! ” 

Towards his father’s plea, not only was Zhao Chongbin not moved, he even curled his lips into a cold 

smile, so disdainful, so mocking… … 

When Yan Jun looked back, he just happened to see this scene. 

His slender brows furrowed slightly. Yan Jun did not say anything and turned around to get into the car. 

Li Kun also followed. However, what he did not expect was that Li Jie actually escorted Zhao Chongbin 

into Yan Jun’s car. 

“WAIT! ” Li Kun subconsciously spoke out to stop him. Li Kun stopped Li Jie. “What are you doing? ” 

Li Jie looked back at him. “This is the chairman’s idea. ” 

“…”Li Kun’s brows furrowed tightly. He did not expect that this was actually the young master’s idea… … 

However, this Zhao Chongbin was an extremely dangerous person after all. If he were to come into close 

contact with the young master, he did not know what he would do! 

Zhao Chongbin probably saw Li Kun’s worry and immediately smiled. “Are you afraid that I will eat him? 

Don’t worry, with so many of you staring at me, how can I eat him! ” 

His casual and mocking tone did not seem to put the group in front of him in his eyes. 

Li Jie did not explain and only said, “don’t worry, with me watching, I don’t think he would dare to play 

any tricks! ” 

Hearing this, although Li Kun was still a little worried, he could only step aside. 

He trusted Li Jie’s skills. 

Moreover, this was the young master’s idea… … 

No one could change what the young master had decided, and he was no exception. 

After Li Kun stepped back, Li Jie pressed Zhao Chongbin into the car. 



In the not-so-narrow space, there were two rows of opposite seats. 

Yan Jun sat at the back of the driver. His long legs were crossed, and his well-defined hands were 

naturally hanging on his legs. His hands seemed to be playing with some small toy. 

The light in the car was not very bright. Zhao Chongbin did not see what Yan Jun was holding clearly, and 

he was kicked into the car by Li Jie. 

His hands were handcuffed behind his back, and his body was kicked a few steps forward. His body 

leaned against the seat, but he did not fall. 

Li Jie then got into the car and sat beside him, monitoring his every move. 

If he did anything unfavorable to Yan Jun, Li Jie could tear him into pieces! 

The moment the car door was closed, the flames of the pharmaceutical factory and Zhao Xiong’s cries 

were isolated. 

The car passed through a convoy in the darkness of the night and drove towards Rao city. 

Zhao Chongbin straightened his body. The hands that were tied behind his back made him extremely 

uncomfortable, and his eyes revealed impatience. 

But even so, he still diverted his attention to Yan Jun, who was opposite him. 

He admired this man, and at the same time… … He was also a target to hunt for novelty ! ! 

“How did you target me? ” Zhao Chongbin opened his mouth playfully and changed the topic. 

After thinking about it, Zhao Chongbin felt that his whereabouts were perfect, unless Lu Yiming opened 

his mouth to betray him… … But at this time, Lu Yiming was only thinking about Bi Yue, so he probably 

didn’t have time to care about him ? ? 

Then the only possibility was that Yan Jun guessed it himself! 

In the dark car, Yan Jun lowered his eyes and didn’t look at the person opposite him. Instead, he put 

most of his attention on the gadget in his hand, and even his answer was so casual “Do I still need to 

check the dogs around Lu Yiming One by one? ” 

The moment he said that, the room was dead silent. 

Chapter 1714: THE FORBIDDEN ZONE OF LIFE! 

 

Even Li Jie was slightly stunned. He did not spend much time with Yan Jun, but he more or less knew Yan 

Jun’s personality. He rarely spoke in such a tone… … 

Unable to figure out what Yan Jun was thinking in his heart, Li Jie simply did not speak. He sat quietly at 

the side and listened to the exchange between the two people. 



Zhao Chongbin was originally a little proud, but the moment he heard Yan Jun’s words, a different flame 

burned in his eyes, and he even raised his voice “Who Does Lu Yiming think he is? If it weren’t for me, he 

would still be a rotten kelp, not worth mentioning! ” 

Hearing Zhao Chongbin say, “if it weren’t for me, ” Yan Jun curled his thin lips. 

Just as he expected, Zhao Chongbin’s role was not Lu Yiming’s subordinate. He should be like a military 

advisor, giving advice and planning to Lu Yiming. It was even possible that he was manipulating Lu 

Yiming. 

Of course, Yan Jun naturally would not ask these questions himself. He only needed to say that he was 

Lu Yiming’s lackey, and the proud Yan Jun would admit it without beating around the bush. 

“At the age of 14, he was sent to a famous Foreign Medical University and devoted himself to studying 

medical skills. When he returned to China at the age of 17, not only did he not rely on his family’s 

strength, he even started as an intern at the lowest level. Now, he was already a professor at such a 

young age, and he was even a popular pharmaceutical representative… “. “…”. Yan Jun suddenly 

changed the topic His voice, which was as calm as a clear spring, suddenly spread. 

Zhao Chongbin, who was originally in high spirits, was stunned when he heard Yan Jun’s words. Then, he 

raised his eyebrows. “You’re investigating me? ” 

Yan Jun did not answer. Instead, he continued, “a r??sum?? that is envied by countless people. But… 

why is it that only the information before the age of 14 is missing? ” 

“…”Yan Jun’s words were like a poisonous snake that instantly strangled Zhao Chongbin’s neck. 

He froze in his seat. His face suddenly turned as Pale as paper. 

Before the age of 14… … 

That was the forbidden area of his life! ! ! 

Seeing Zhao Chongbin’s stiff face, Yan Jun said again, “what a coincidence. Lu Yiming also likes to erase 

his own information. ” 

At this point, Yan Jun finally raised his eyes. His cold and sharp gaze shot towards Zhao Chongbin. “Why 

don’t you tell me, is there a connection? ” 

Zhao Chongbin stared fixedly at Yan Jun’s pair of black eyes that seemed to be able to see through a 

person’s soul. His mind suddenly became flustered! 

This person… … Exactly what did he know ? ? ! 

But that was only for a moment. 

Very soon, Zhao Chongbin came back to his senses and took out a set of excuses that he had prepared 

long ago “What do you think there is a connection? My information is gone. You should go ask the 

Security Department! Didn’t they say that there was a fire not long ago? Maybe it was burnt down. ” 

Yan Jun was not worthy of this excuse. There was even a smile in his dark eyes. He asked again, “I heard 

from Lu Yiming that it was you who saved his wife fifteen years ago? ” 



“So what if it was. ” Zhao Chongbin admitted that he was generous on the surface, but in fact, his heart 

was already clenched This Damn Lu Yiming, he told Yan Jun everything? ! ! 

Yan Jun nodded as if he was talking to himself. “Seventeen years old… it is the watershed when the 

values of the young people’s outlook on life first appeared. ” n𝔬𝚟𝐄/𝓛𝕓)1n 

Zhao chongbin’s eyebrows jumped, but he pretended to be calm and asked Yan Jun in return, “I have 

finished my studies at the age of seventeen and returned to China, but Yan Jun, you… you should still be 

obediently in school at that time, right? ” 

What he meant was that Yan Jun was not as smart as him, and his studies were not as fast as his. 

He said this in order to provoke Yan Jun, but who knew that the other party did not seem to care about 

these things at all. Instead, he sighed softly, “you returned home early, so you must have something 

important waiting for you to do? ” 

Chapter 1715: was the first to break his heart! 

 

“What a joke! What could I possibly have to do? ” Zhao Chongbin scoffed. 

“For example… Revenge, ” Yan Jun answered … 

Zhao Chongbin,”…” 

He did not expect Yan Jun to know so much! 

He had even almost guessed his inner thoughts! 

However, Yan Jun retracted his gaze at this moment and closed his eyes to take a nap. 

Zhao Chongbin’s original calm and seemingly flawless appearance was completely shattered by Yan 

Jun’s few words… … 

He did not know what Yan Jun had found out. Also, was the matter that Yan Jun mentioned fifteen years 

ago a coincidence, or did he know everything? 

He waited anxiously for Yan Jun to say the next sentence, but after waiting for a long time, he still did 

not hear a single word from Yan Jun!  

At the beginning, there was only a small fluctuation. However, the more Yan Jun was silent, the more 

Zhao Chongbin’s mind started to run wild, and the more he felt like he was sitting on pins and needles! ! 

! 

He could not figure out what this man in front of him was thinking… … 

He even thought that the first thing Yan Jun said when he caught him was to ask him what he had done 

to Xia Jinqi! 

However… From the beginning to the end, Yan Jun did not even mention Xia Jinqi in his words ! Not to 

mention the brain wave transplant technique that he was so proud of ! ! 



His eyeballs spun rapidly, and Zhao Chongbin’s heart completely panicked. 

Could it be… That his transplant technique did not succeed Otherwise, how could Yan Jun be so calm ? ? 

Thinking about it carefully, he really did not wait for Xia Jinqi to wake up and leave that day. There was 

no way to confirm what kind of state Xia Jinqi was in now! 

As he had too many distracting thoughts in his mind, it became difficult for him to control his expression 

and emotions. 

Zhao Chongbin stared at Yan Jun, who was dozing off. His curiosity was piqued, and he hung in mid-air, 

neither up nor down! 

And at this moment, Yan Jun, who seemed to be resting… … 

His eyes were tightly shut, and there was not a single wrinkle between his slender brows… … 

The expression on Jun’s face looked extremely calm, as if nothing could make him worry. It was also as if 

everything was in his hands, and there was no need to worry at all… … 

Who would have thought that under such calmness, what was hidden was a tensed heart! 

After hearing Ben say that he had to find Zhao Chongbin to find out what happened to Xia Jinqi, Yan Jun 

almost devoted all his efforts to catch Zhao Chongbin. 

But when he really caught him, Yan Jun did not mention a single word about Xia Jinqi. 

The reason was because Yan Jun had figured out Zhao Chongbin’s heart. 

He was naturally proud and conceited. In addition, Ben had also said that this so-called brainwave 

transplantation technique had no precedent in the world, so Zhao Chongbin must be extremely 

expectant and proud of his own experiment. 

If Yan Jun had told him about Xia Jinqi’s situation from the beginning, it would undoubtedly be an 

acknowledgment of his scientific research results. At that time, it would only make him more and more 

unscrupulous! 

Now, Yan Jun did not mention a word. Instead, he started to start from his past, which would be able to 

disrupt his heart first! 

If he did not take the initiative like this, Zhao Chongbin would have the information about Xia Jinqi in his 

hands, and Yan Jun would be in the most passive situation! 

In this way, the matter would become very tricky. 

Finally, Zhao Chongbin could not bear it anymore and began to find a topic to chat with Yan Jun. “I heard 

that Speaker Yan’s wife has been lost and regained? Now, instead of accompanying his lovely wife, he 

has the Leisure to personally come and capture a nameless junior like me? ” 

Intentionally or not, they were all trying to shift the topic to Xia Jinqi. 

Chapter 1716: promotion to a higher position, making a fortune, and dying of a wife 



 

The moment he said this, Zhao Chongbin was destined to fail. 

Whoever spoke first would lose the initiative. 

Yan Jun still did not show any emotions. He only leisurely closed his eyes, as if he had not heard 

anything. 

Such calmness and self-control made Zhao Chongbin’s heart even more flustered! 

Seeing that Yan Jun was so unperturbed, could it be that Xia Jinqi was really fine? 

Then wouldn’t all his efforts be in vain? 

No… … 

He had to ask her clearly! 

His teeth were clenched so hard that they creaked. After pondering for a moment, Zhao Chongbin spoke 

again, “I heard that the people in the neighboring country are tough and Mrs. Yan is as beautiful as a 

flower and jade. Could it be… ” 

He was only halfway through his words. 

But everyone understood the meaning behind it. 

Especially Yan Jun.. n𝔬𝚟𝐄/𝓛𝕓)1n 

At this moment, even if he wanted to pretend to be calm, he could no longer remain silent. 

His bright black eyes opened with a whoosh! 

The sharp light and sharpness that scattered in all directions suddenly increased the air pressure in this 

small space by several times! 

Zhao Chongbin paused at first, then he smiled complacently and asked, “the chairman is finally willing to 

wake up? ” 

Obviously, he deliberately said that just now to force Yan Jun to pay attention to him. 

Without waiting for Yan Jun to speak, Li Jie, who had been keeping silent and almost turned invisible, 

had already grabbed Zhao Chongbin’s shoulder. Then, he used all his strength with his five fingers to 

push his shoulder blade backward! 

A piercing pain caused by the friction of bones suddenly swept through all of Zhao Chongbin’s senses. 

He lost control and screamed, “AH! ! ” 

“If you dare to say one more disrespectful word to the chairman, I will kill you. ” Li Jie coldly opened his 

mouth. His eyes were filled with an unconcealed killing intent! 

His words were not a threat. 

To the former Li Jie, killing someone was as simple as crushing an ant! 



Zhao Chongbin was in so much pain that he sucked in a breath of cold air. Only then did he turn around 

to look at Li Jie. There was actually an appreciative look in his eyes. “You’re also Xia Jinqi’s man? You’re 

quite loyal! ” 

Li Jie,”…” 

An ordinary person would have long trembled in fear when they saw the look in his eyes just now. 

However, when Zhao Chongbin looked at him, there was not the slightest fluctuation in his expression. 

Because… There was a deeper killing intent hidden in Zhao Chongbin’s eyes than his ! ! 

People who were used to seeing death could only act normally in the face of death. They felt that this 

was just a common occurrence. 

No matter how harmless Zhao Chongbin pretended to be and how amiable his smile was, it could not 

hide the aura of death on his body… … 

And this aura made Li Jie feel very familiar! 

He frowned and became silent in the blink of an eye. 

Where had he seen him before? 

Why did he have such a familiar feeling? 

Zhao Chongbin saw that Li Jie had stopped talking and did not take him seriously. He turned to look at 

Yan Jun and asked again, “Do you know that your wife is the boss of the gang? Speaker Yan? ” 

After saying that, Zhao Chongbin laughed out loud without any restraint. 

President Justice and the evil forces in the darkness, this couple, what would the citizens’reaction be 

when they found out about it? ! ! 

He couldn’t directly ask Yan Jun and Xia Jinqi what they would look like after they woke up, so he could 

only use these topics to beat around the Bush and see if he could get any useful information from Yan 

Jun.. 

Yan Jun played with the little thing in his hand and slowly opened his mouth. “It seems that you’re 

particularly interested in my wife’s matter. ” 

” … ” Zhao Chongbin choked and then said, “after all, if she dies, won’t it just fulfill your heart? Men, 

who doesn’t want to be promoted, get rich, and kill their wives? ” 

Chapter 1717: wouldn’t it be better for you to marry a lady from a rich family? 

 

The reason why Zhao Chongbin said this was because he wanted to know whether Xia Jinqi was alive or 

dead at this moment. 

She was his important experimental subject. As long as she could survive, his success rate was estimated 

to be 70% ! 



Unfortunately, not only did Yan Jun not tell him the news about Xia Jinqi as he wished, he raised his 

eyebrows and looked at him with interest. He slowly asked, “I wonder why Doctor Zhao has such 

thoughts? Could it be that… Elder Zhao has taught you by example? ” 

The sharp sword that was originally aimed at Yan Jun changed its direction in the air and stabbed 

straight into Zhao CHONGBIN’S HEART! 

Zhao Chongbin held his breath, but he was no longer as flustered as before. He pretended to be calm 

“You must be joking. My parents have been in love for so many years. How could they possibly teach me 

these things “On the other hand, speaker, you have great power now. Why do you need to keep such a 

dangerous woman by your side “If she’s gone, wouldn’t it be better for you to marry a lady from a rich 

family “Let me think. Doesn’t that old fellow Tan Zhuqing have a granddaughter who is about to come of 

age? ” 

Both sides were trying to grasp each other’s weaknesses, and they were applying force mercilessly. 

Zhao Chongbin was a past that he could not mention before the age of 14. However, to Yan Jun, who 

was about to become the president, his wife was the leader of Lego. This was indeed easy to tell. 

Yan Jun naturally knew the meaning behind Zhao Chongbin’s words. He curled his lips into a smile. 

Between his picturesque brows, he was strategizing. 

Before he came, he had just received some information about Zhao Chongbin. 

Initially, he had doubted the credibility of Zhao Chongbin. However, after talking to Zhao Chongbin, he 

confirmed the information. 

Now that he knew what he wanted to know, from now on, it was time to get down to business. 

“Doctor Zhao, you always talk about my wife. What exactly… is your intention? ” Yan Jun’s thin lips lifted 

slightly. As he spoke, his narrowed Phoenix eyes fell on Zhao Chongbin with a deep meaning … n..𝑂/-

𝚟//𝓮/.𝐥-.𝐛//I/.n 

His thoughts were exposed, so Zhao Chongbin did not continue to beat around the Bush and said 

directly, “My main job is to be a doctor. I also heard that something happened to the speaker’s wife. You 

came to me in such a hurry. Isn’t it for me to treat her? ” 

These words clearly drew a clear line between himself and M3491. Not only did Yan Jun not arrest the 

suspect, but he also came to find a doctor. 

Unfortunately, his cleverness was mistaken. Yan Jun did not put all his hopes on him. Instead, he took 

the little thing that he had been playing with under the light and let Zhao Chongbin see it clearly. 

“I think this thing should be better than doctor Zhao’s medical skills. ” The words that were as 

indifferent as the wind, mixed with a trace of mockery, slowly flowed out from Yan Jun’s Thin Lips. 

Zhao Chongbin was a little confused at first. He did not know what Yan Jun meant, but the moment he 

looked down at Yan Jun’s hand… … 

His eyes, which were filled with the aura of death, suddenly shrank! 



That… Was actually the chip he had hidden in the pharmaceutical factory ? ! 

“You… you… ” Zhao Chongbin was so shocked that he could not speak … 

All his pride, the results of so many years of hard work, how could everything he had be in Yan Jun’s 

hands? ! ! 

Impossible… … 

Zhao Chongbin immediately took a deep breath and suppressed his restless heart. He sneered and said, 

“what is this? Chairman, don’t joke around. Do you think you can save Xia Jinqi with just this? ” 

“I don’t think I’ve said anything from the beginning to the end. How is my wife? ” Yan Jun’s eyes 

darkened and he opened his mouth indifferently. It was extremely cold! 

Chapter 1718: is quite bold. You Dare to touch my woman? 

 

Zhao Chongbin’s mind froze. He stared at Yan Jun in surprise for a long time. 

He had a feeling that this person seemed to have seen through everything and had been lying to him, 

waiting for him to speak first? ! ! 

After realizing this, Zhao Chongbin was so angry that he felt insulted. He shouted, “you already know? 

You deliberately came to test me? ! ” 

“Test? ” Yan Jun raised his lips and repeated the word, then sneered, “not too stupid. ” 

“You! ” Zhao Chongbin was angry. He looked at the chip in Yan Jun’s hand and suddenly realized a 

problem. “So, my experiment was successful? Xia Jinqi… has become Bi Yue? ” 

He should have known that Yan Jun had come to hunt him down personally. It was definitely not as 

simple as M3491! 

In addition, he was so obsessed with the chip, so he must have come for Xia Jinqi! 

After understanding this point, Zhao Chongbin quickly calmed down and said with a proud smile, “you 

came to me for Xia Jinqi? You want to save her? ” 

When Yan Jun heard this, his expression darkened slightly. He leaned back against the inner wall of the 

car and said in an extremely low voice, “you have guts. You Dare to touch my woman? ” 

Unfortunately, he came to find Zhao Chongbin not to ask for help, but to settle the score. 

Zhao Chongbin himself also realized this point. He looked at Yan Jun with some surprise. “The transplant 

was done by me. If you want to save her, there is no other person in the world who can do it besides 

me! ” 

“I’ve said it before. With this thing, your existence is too insignificant, ” Yan Jun suddenly said, 

completely dismissing Zhao Chongbin as a person. 

The chip in his hand was shining brightly against the dim light in the car… … 



Zhao Chongbin’s heart skipped a beat, and his entire body tensed up. “DON’T BE SO SMUG! There’s an 

encryption program in the chip. Other than me, no one knows what the password is! ” 

“What a coincidence. I happen to know an expert who can crack the password. ” Yan Jun snorted coldly. 

Just now, he raised his eyes and looked at Zhao Chongbin. “If ah Jin doesn’t wake up, I won’t let any of 

you, your family, off! ” 

Zhao Chongbin was shocked by the bone-chilling coldness in Yan Jun’s eyes, but he was not afraid at all. 

Instead, he curled his lips and smiled wickedly “Alright Kill them all. Don’t let any of them go But… Yan 

Jun, do you dare ? For a mere woman, you’ll massacre the entire Zhao family ? Oh right, I almost forgot 

.. This transplant technique is irreversible. Even if you kill everyone, Xia Jinqi won’t be ABLE TO COME 

BACK She has already fallen into an endless abyss. There’s no chance of her waking up again Xia Jinqi no 

longer existed in this world Hahahaha!” 

A strange and terrifying laughter, as sharp as a knife, was very ear-piercing. 

The driver in the front row was still mentally unstable. Hearing Zhao Chongbin’s ghostly laughter, his 

hand jerked, and the steering wheel suddenly slipped. 

The body of the car shook along with it! 

Fortunately, Li Kun, who was sitting in the front passenger seat, reacted in time and held the steering 

wheel. “Don’t listen! ” 

“…”only then did the driver come back to his senses, and he hurriedly grabbed the steering wheel, not 

daring to relax the slightest bit. 

In the back seat, Yan Jun did not even blink his eyes! 

A chilly gaze was cast on Zhao Chongbin’s face sitting across from him. It was bone-chilling. “Send Him to 

the villa in the western suburbs. Keep an eye on him. No one is allowed to feed him without my orders. ” 

These words were said to Li Jie. 

Chapter 1719: he said that Ah Jin would never come back… … 

 

“Yes, chairman. ” Li Jie nodded, stopped the driver, and escorted Zhao Chongbin to another car. 

When they got out of the car, Zhao Chongbin was still smiling excitedly. “Do you want to starve me to 

death? Yan Jun, so many people watched you take me away. If anything happens to me, my father will 

not let you off! ” 

Yan Jun did not look at him again, and then got out of the car. 

Li Kun walked over and asked in confusion, “young master, why did you let him go first? Don’t we still 

have to go to the hospital? ” 

“There’s been a change of plans. ” Yan Jun did not explain too much and only said, “contact ran Xiangsi 

and let her decipher the password on this. ” 



As he said that, he handed the chip to Li Kun. n(.O𝑣𝑒𝗅𝑏In 

“Yes. ” Li Kun took the chip and carefully put it into the pocket of his shirt. 

When he turned back, he saw that Yan Jun was looking at the distant starry sky, lost in thought. He 

seemed to have something on his mind. “young master, don’t worry. Young Madam is blessed by the 

heavens. This time, she will definitely turn the situation around. ” 

“…”Yan Jun did not answer. 

Zhao Chongbin’s words were still fresh in his mind. 

He said that Ah Jin would never come back… … 

The transplant technique was irreversible. 

If it was true, then even if he found Zhao Chongbin and got the chip, it would be meaningless. 

Also, Zhao Chongbin could not go to prison at this time. 

Zhao Xiong still had some ability. In addition, Yan Jun was now certain that Zhao Chongbin was the 

organizer of this riot. There must be an extremely large organization behind him! 

Once they knew that Zhao Chongbin was in prison, it would probably cause a huge uproar! 

Rao City had finally settled down for two days. If there were any more disturbances, it would probably 

cause panic among the people. 

Yan Jun could not watch such a situation happen. Hence, he could only temporarily place Zhao Chongbin 

somewhere far away from the main city. After the chip’s password was cracked, he would discuss with 

Ben how to save Ah Jin. 

For now, he had to be even more careful with every step he took! 

In silence, a call came from Ben. “SUMMER IS AWAKE! ” 

Yan Jun’s eyes lit up and he immediately said, “I’LL BE BACK SOON! ” 

This night was destined to not be peaceful. 

Before Yan Jun entered the ward, he heard screams from inside. “Who is she? ! She’s not me! My face 

doesn’t look like this! ! ” 

“Ah Jin! ” Yan Jun rushed in anxiously. 

The moment he entered, he saw a woman dressed in blue and white stripes holding her head as she fell 

to the ground. Around her, there were broken glass shards all over the floor. 

There were no nurses in the room, only Ben and Huo Ting were there. 

Both of them had worried looks on their faces. 

Yan Jun instinctively wanted to pull that thin figure into his embrace, but when he stretched his hand 

out, it froze in mid-air. 



Only then did he remember that the person in front of him was no longer ah Jin. 

She was… … Bi Yue … 

After a moment of silence, Yan Jun looked at Ben and Huo Ting and asked, “what happened? ” 

Ben replied, “when she looked in the mirror just now, she realized that it wasn’t her face. She had a 

mental breakdown. ” 

The last time Bi Yue woke up, she didn’t notice what she looked like, but now, she realized that the 

person in the mirror wasn’t her! 

She was terrified, so she smashed the mirror and didn’t allow anyone to come near. 

This also gave Ben a chance to understand the so-called brainwave transplantation technique in a 

deeper level. 

There was a fundamental difference between brainwave transplantation and hypnosis. 

In Bi Yue’s memory, she didn’t look like this. But now that she was in Xia Jinqi’s body, she could only see 

Xia Jinqi’s face. 

Chapter 1720: strength dotes on the wife 

 

It was especially difficult to make a person accept a completely different face overnight. 

It seemed that Zhao Chongbin could not control bi Yue’s thoughts. 

Otherwise, he would not have let his experiment make such a fatal mistake. 

While he was still thinking, Yan Jun who was beside him had already stepped forward and bent down to 

pick up bi yue who was sitting in a pile of glass shards. 

“Ah! What are you doing? ” Bi Yue was shocked at first, then she began to slap Yan Jun in horror. “Let go 

of me! ! ” 

She struggled very hard. After all, in Bi Yue’s heart, she did not know this man in front of her, but this 

man was still hugging her! 

But no matter how hard she struggled, Yan Jun still had no intention of letting go of her. 

Yan Jun hugged her with both hands, stepping on some broken glass pieces and placing her on the 

hospital bed. 

Bi Yue was about to flare up, but the man in front of her suddenly half-knelt on the ground, one hand 

holding her palm, the other hand taking out a white handkerchief from his bosom, covering her bleeding 

feet. 

She was barefooted just now. In her panic, she might have stepped on glass shards, but she did not feel 

any pain at all… … 



While she was lost in her thoughts, the man had already shouted in a deep voice, “why aren’t you here 

to stop the bleeding? ! ” 

The two nurses who were guarding the door were shocked. They quickly came back to their senses and 

brought over disinfectant and Gauze. 

Because of Yan Jun’s anger just now, the hands of the two people who were holding things were a little 

shaky. 

Yan Jun did not think twice and took the disinfectant and forceps, personally treating Bi Yue’s wound. 

He looked up at her, his dark eyes full of love and doting. “Bear with it. ” 

After that, he lowered his eyes and used a pair of tweezers to clamp the glass shards under her feet. He 

quickly pulled them out, sterilized them, and wrapped them in Gauze. 

The nurses were dumbfounded by what they saw… … 

First, they didn’t expect young master to know how to do this And he did it in an extremely standard 

manner! 

Second, young master really doted on his wife with his strength. He didn’t even want to fake this with 

someone else… … 

Throughout the entire process, Bi Yue didn’t feel a single bit of pain. 

While she was shocked, she realized that she actually… … crying … 

She did not know why, but when she saw this man in front of her treating her so delicately and gently, 

her heart suddenly hurt so much… … 

Her vision suddenly became hazy, and bean-sized tears fell down one by one. 

They just happened to fall on the back of Yan Jun’s hand. 

That boiling hot drop seemed to fall on Yan Jun’s heart, almost burning him… … 

He frowned and looked up again, only to see that the woman in front of him was already sobbing. 

He stared at her, and at that moment, he felt as if his AH JIN had returned… … 

But his rationality clearly told him that the woman in front of him was not ah Jin. Her name was Bi Yue. 
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No woman could replace Ah Jin… … 

And just now, he was only caring for Ah Jin’s body. 

Even if this soul was someone else’s, this body was truly Ah Jin’s! 

Forcing down the churning pain in his heart, Yan Jun said coldly, “previously, you had a serious traffic 

accident. Your child was lost, and your face was ruined. You underwent plastic surgery. The anesthesia 

lasted for a long time, and perhaps you forgot some of the process. ” 



The lie he made up was just to appease this woman’s emotions. 

No matter why she existed, he would not let her hurt Ah Jin’s body because she lost control! 

Bi Yue came back to her senses and touched the tears on her face in surprise. She then looked at Yan 

Jun. his serious look did not seem like he was joking at all. 

“Is it because of the anesthesia? No wonder I can’t feel any pain, ” she muttered. 

 


